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In post-industrial societies more and more people earn an income in
creative knowledge work, a highly flexible labour market segment that
demands a geographically mobile workforce. Creative knowledge work
is based on an understanding of language, culture and symbolic
meanings. This can best be obtained through local and national
embeddedness. Yet, this necessity for embeddedness stands in
contrast to the demand in geographical mobility. How is this
contradiction solved by individuals? What new forms of place
attachment does this bring about? This book introduces a showcase of
25 multi-local creative knowledge workers, who live in different
countries at the same time. It investigates how continuous mobility
becomes part of their lifeworld, and how it changes their feelings of
belonging and practices of place attachment. Applying an innovative
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methodological mix of social phenomenology, hermeneutics and
mental mapping, this book takes a detailed look at biographies and the
role of places in mobile life worlds. Plug&Play Places brings forth the
idea that places have to be understood as individual items, which are
configured and then plugged into the 'system' of the own life world.
They can be 'played' without great effort once an individual needs to
make use of them. This new type of place attachment is a form of
subjective standardization of place, which complements the well-
known models of objective standardization of places. Plug&Play Places
is relevant for scientists who deal with mobility and its impact on
individual life worlds, with transnational multilocality and with
flexibilised labour markets. Furthermore, the book provides a detailed
qualitative perspective which can enrich the explanations of
quantitative research in the same field. It is an interesting reading also
for practitioners engaged in urban planning, housing and real estate
development. Robert Nadler holds a doctoral degree in Urban and Local
European Studies from the University of Milan-Bicocca. He is a
researcher at the Leibniz Institute for Regional Geography and
published on creative industries, multilocality and labour mobility.


